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요약

CANDU 사용후핵연료의 중간처장조인 건식저장조내에서의 사용 후

핵연료 집합체내 온도분포 및 피복관 최대온도를 분석하는 이론적 해석

모텔올 전산프로그램으로 개발한 MAXROT 코드를 검중하기 위한 예

비설충실험 방법 및 그 수행과정을 소개하였다.

CANDU 37개 핵연료봉으로 구성된 핵연료집합체를 모사한 37개의 가

열봉집합체(Heater Rod Bundle)를 압력용기내에 장확하기전 각 가열봉

의 성농검사와 열전대 (Thermocouple)의 성능올 확인하기 위한 결함제거

시험 (debugging test)을 실시하였고， 가열봉집합체를 압력용기내에 장착

한후 전기출력을 순차적으로 증가시켜 각 출력값에 대한 포화온도조건

(Saturated Temperature Condition)에서의 각 열(row)에 있는 가열봉와

온도들을 측정하고 MAXROT의 예측치와 비교 검토하였다.

한편， 실제 발전소에서의 저장조건과 유사한 경계조건으보 만들기 위하

여 가열봉집합체의 출력은 6W로 고정시커고， 압력용기 바쩔쪽을 둘러

싸고 있는 밴드히터(Band Heater)를 가열하여 각 밴드히터의 출력에 대

한 각 열의 가열봉 온도를 포화온도조건하에서 측청하고 이 값틀을 또

한 MAXROT 의 예측치와 비교 검토하였다.

MAXROT의 예측치와 비교하기 위해 각각의 시협조건에 대한 측정

온도값들은 포화온도조건에서의 서간대에 대한 평균값 및 표본표준편

~}(Sample Standard Deviation) 값을 사용략였다.

본 실험에서 사용된 실험장치 및 실험방법은 사용후 핵연료의 열수력

학적 평가기술 확보에 활용 가능할 것으로 사료된다.
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Summary 

The purpose of this technical report is to introduce the methodology and 
experimental process for the experimental research work with the mock-up 
test performed to verify and validate the MAXROT code which is a two-step 
thermal analysis method for Wolsong (CANDU) spent fuel dry storage 
canister. The experiment was conducted simulating the heat transfer 
characteristics of combinations of equilateral triangular and square pitch arrays 
of heater rod, similar to a CANDU spent fuel bundle, and by recording the 
temperatures of the heater rods at a various of power levels. 

The apparatus was initially tested to ensure that the components and 
instrumentations perform as designed prior to the final setup of the 
experimental apparatus. After assembly of the heater rod bundle into the 
containment vessel, the experimental apparatus was operated at the several 
heater rod bundle powers. Then, the temperatures of the heater rods in each 
row were measured and reduced at the saturated condition for each heater rod 
bundle power. 

In order to make the same boundary condition as an interim dry storage 
condition at the nuclear power plant site, the band heaters on the outside 
surface of the containment vessel were operated and the power of the heater 
rod bundle were kept at a constant power of 6 watts. 
The average temperatures and the sample standard deviation of the meaured 

temperatures of the heater rod at each saturated condition were compared with 
the predicted data obtained by the MAXROT code. 

The reduced data from this experiment has been utilized to verify a model 
developed to predict the maximum fuel rod surface temperature in a fuel 
bundle and further to rharactprize the relevant heat transfer mechanisms in ? 
fuel bundle. 

These test procedures and the experiment can be utilized to establish the fine 
thermal analysis method applicable to dry storage system for the spent fuel. 
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Nomenclatures 

Ao = fuel rod surface area per unit length, ndo [m (ft)] 

b = one-half of the conductive hea t transfer area [m (ft)] 

C, = heat capacitance of the material associated with node i 

[J/ °K (Btu/ °R)1 

do = fuel rod diameter [m (ft)] 

DTmax = maximum predicted temperature deviation between a 

centered fuel rod and outermost fuel rod from the result of 

MAXROT, °C 

Ei3 = multiple conduction path factor [m_1 (ft1)] 

e = convergence limit for Newton-Raphson procedure 

[ ° K ( °R)] 

J< - gray-body overall interchange factor 

Fij - composite black-body view factor 
ku = thermal conductivity of the medium at the mean 

temperature of rods i and j [W/m. °K (Btu/h. ft. °R) 

Pband = Band Heaters Power, watts 
PH/R - Heater Rod Bundle Power, watts 

Qd, = decay heat output from a fuel rod-i per unit rod length 
[W/m (Btu/h. ft)] 

S = sample standard deviation, 'C 

T - temperature [ °K ( °R)] 
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i amb 

T, 
Ti 

T, 

T5 

T, 
i-max 

ambient temperature [ °K ( °R)] 
temperature of the i-th node and/or fuel rod i [ °K ( °R)] 
temperature of the i-th row for experimental data, °C 
average temperature of rods i and j for heat balance 
equation [ °K ( °R)] 
temperature of rods i at the j - th axial position of heater 
rod for the experimental data [°C] 
temperature of the j- th node and/or fuel rod j [ °K ( °R)] 
maximum fuel rod temperature [ °K ( °R)] 

AT 
AT, 

^ 1 max 

AT' max 

Greek 

£ 

a 

Ox. 

characteristic temperature difference [ °K ( °R)] 
temperature correction for T, in Newton-Raphson iteration 
[ °K ( °R)] 

maximum temperature deviation between hottest heater rod 
temperature and coldest heater rod temperature of 
experimental data, °C 
compensated ATmax with total uncertainty, °C 

emissivity 
effective radiative heat transfer coefficient [W/m°K, 

(Btu/h. ft °R)] 
effective conductive heat transfer coefficient [W/m °K, 
(Btu/h. ft. °R)] 
Stefan-Botzmann constant [W/m2 ° K4 (Etu/h. ft2. °R4)] 
certainty for the accuracy of experimental component, °C 
total uncertainly, 6a+ au, °C 
uncertainty in differential temperature of the experimental 
data, °C 
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Subscripts 

1,2,3 = fuel rod identification numbers 

a 
avg 

accuracy 
average 

B cylindrical enclosure replacing outermost fuel rods in a fuel 
bundle 

i . J 

ij 
ij 

max 
min 

row-1 

t 
u 

indices for nodes, metal constituent, and/or fuel rods 
between two surfaces i and j for heat balance eqution 
i-th row of a heater rod and j - th axial position of heater 
rod for the experimental data. 
maximum 
minimum 

first row fuel bundle and/or heater rod bundle 

total 
uncertainty 
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Introduction 

The spent fuel assemblies are usually stored for a period of several 
years an on-site storage facility, typically in a water filled pool type, to 
allow the radioactivity levels of the assemblies to decrease. 
The amount of spent fuel discharged each year for storage from the 
operating nuclear power plants in Korea has been continuously increasing. 
As on-site storage basins attain maximum capacity, the utility is forced 
to increase its capacity for interim storage of spent fuel before 
underground disposal. In particular, the amount of spent fuel discharged 
from Canadian Deuterium Uranium-Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor 
(CANDU-PHWR) Nuclear Power Plant is greater than that from other 
Pressurized Water Reactor Plants. 

Quite recently, the concept of interim dry storage of spent fuel in 
concrete canister for Wolsong(CANDU) Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 (a 
CANDU-PHWR) has been approved by the Licensing Authority, KINS. 

An in-depth review of the safety analysis report of the Wolsong spent 
fuel dry storage canister project shows that there are two central thermal 
safety issues for any storage canister design; one of those issues is: 

"What would be the maximum fuel temperature with in a dry storage 
canister under given design conditions, and would the maximum fuel 
temperature exceed the potential fuel oxidation temperature?". 

The thermal safety questions are mainly from the design requirement 
that fuel temperature should not exceed the fuel oxidation temperature. 
Under current design of the Wolsong canister, the air will be used as the 
atmosphere in the storage baskets', design life is fifty(50) years', the 
minimum cooling time in the spent fuel bay is six (6) years. Also, it has 
been established that a fuel temperature of at least 180 °C would be 
required to support a rate of oxidation sufficient to cause a contamination 
problem[l,2,3]-

To solve the above primary safety issue, a multi-dimensional heat 
transfer problem of a complex geometry has to be solved where three 
modes of heat transfer are superimposed, 
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However, since the geometry of rod bundles and the heat transfer 
phenomena in a canister is so complicated that any single analytical 
model or any computer code without additional modifications cannot 
effectively handle the present heat transfer problem with given design and 
ambient conditions. 

In a previous study, a two-step thermal analysis method has been 
developed to evaluate the mean temperature of the CANDU fuel bundles 
within a fuel basket in a given spent fuel dry storage canister by 
HEATING5 with additional input data. The heat transfer correlations in 
the step-1 analysis and the maximum fuel rod temperature within a 
CANDU 37-element fuel bundle by MAXROT developed for step-2 
analysis. [6] 

The performance of the step-1 method has been verified by comparing 
with existing thermal mock-up test result and the agreement between the 
two result is quite good. [6] 

The maximum fuel rod temperature of the inner-most fuel bundle has 
been calculated using MAXROT via step-2 procedure, however, it has 
been neither verified nor validated with any experimental data. The 
purpose of this study is to verify the accuracy and range of validity of 
MAXROT developed for step-2 analysis of the two-step method. This 
information can be used in future designs and the safety analysis of 
CANDU spent fuel dry storage canister system. 

Experimental work to simulate the heat transfer in a CANDU spent fuel 
bundle in the dry storage canister has been the focus of several previous 
research projects. A complete literature reviews for experimental and 
theoretical heat transfer for the CANDU spent fuel bundle in a dry 
storage canister for Wolsong (CANDU) Nuclear Power Plant[4~17] was 
provided in previous research as shown in Reference 18. 

Experiments using electrically heated rods, thermal mock-up of a storage 
basket containing simulated fuel bundles, configured in a vertical array 
spent fuel bundles in the steel basket of the dry storage canister have 
been carried out by D.W. Patterson and M.L. Swanson at Atomic Energy 
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of Canada Limited (AECL). However, this previous experimental work 
has concentrated on the heat transfer mechanism for the temperature 
distribution of fuel bundles in the basket. The test program would define 
the maximum fuel temperature within a basket having heat output 
equivalent to that of a basket loaded entirely with average fuel (average 
burnup and average power) [20]. 

The main goal of current experimental research work was to verify and 
validate the MAXROT which is codified version of the Lee's model 
procedures [16] as a step-2 analysis of the two-step thermal analysis 
method for Wolsong (CANDU) spent fuel dry storage canister developed 
by Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology(KAIST)[18,19]. 

This research work designed and operated an experiment to simulate the 
heat transfer characteristics of combinations of equilateral triangular and 
square pitch arrays of heater rod, similar to a CANDU spent fuel bundle, 
and the temperatures the heater rods at a variety of power levels have 
been recorded. The reduced data from this experiment has been utilized 
to verify a model developed to predict the maximum pin surface 
temperature in a fuel bundle and further to characterizing the relevant 
heat transfer mechanisms in a fuel bundle. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

INTRODUCTION 

The design of each experimental component was chosen to emulate an 
actual Wolsong CANDU-PHWR spent fuel assembly in a basket of a dry 
storage canister. A storage basket containing spent fuel bundles, 
configured in a vertical array spent fuel bundles in the steel basket of the 
dry storage canister is provided in Figure 2-1 and the dimensions are 
given in Table 2-1. Typical configuration of a CANDU 37-element fuel 
rod assembly is provided in Figure 2-2 and the dimensions are given in 
Table 2-2. The mockup fuel assembly is a 37-element array of 
electrically heated rods 550 mm in length with a 13.1 mm diameter and 
14.9 mm pitch. The heater rods are connected in parallel as shown in 
Figure 2-3. And three(3) pieces of band heaters with 20 mm thickness 
insulation were installed on the outer surface of the cylindrical 
containment vessel to provide a means of controlling the boundary 
condition for the temperature distribution of the heater rod bundle. 

Table 2-1 Dimensions of the Wolsong (CANDU) Dry Storage 
Concrete Canister 

Item 

Canister: Height 
Outer Diameter 
Shielding of concrete 
Thickness of steel linear 

Basket Central Post Outer Diameter 
Basket Wall Outer Diameter 
Basket Wall Thickness 
Basket Height 
Basket Material 

Dimension 

6.520 m 
3.050 m 
0.960 m 
9.5 mm 

1143 mm 
1066.8 mm 

19.0 mm 
560.0 mm 

Stainless Steel 304L 
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5.52 m 

j|t Reinforced 
—-plL Concrete 

3.05 m 

Fuel 
basket 

Figure 2-1 Wolsong Dry Storage Canister showing Spent Fuel Basket 
Loading Arrangement 
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Table 2-2 Dimensions of CANDU 37-element fuel 

Item 

Sheath O.D. (nominal cold) 
Sheath Thickness 

Max. Bundle Diameter 
Overall bundle lenqth 

UO2 Diameter (nominal cold) 

U02 Stack Length 
- outer elements 
- intermediate elements 
- other elements 

Weight of unirradiated bundle 

Dimension 

13.081 mm 
0.419 mm 

102.1 mm 
495.0 mm 

12.154 mm 

470.310 mm 
480.310 mm 
480.310 mm 

23.6 kg (21.3 kg-UOa) 

The top and bottom insulation comprised 50 mm thickness of teflon and 
the fiberglass blankets on the top and bottom side of the conntainment 
vessel. The ideas for the configuration of the current experimental 
appratus are quoted from Nitsche and Rudolf model[21] and Arya and 
Keyhani's model[22]. 

The major experimental components are^ (1) the Heater Rods'. (2) the 
Rod Support Plates; (3) the Band Heater; (4) the Containment Vessel; 
(5) the Power Control and Supply Equipment; and (6) the Instrumentation 
and Control Equipment. 

HEATER RODS 

A spent fuel bundle were simulated by 37-oxidized brass tubes 500 mm 
electrical heated zone long by 13.1 mm diameter and each containing a 
1000 ohms per meter resistor. The heater rods are special order cartridge 
heaters manufactured by Daehan Electric Heating Industrial Co., Ltd. 



The heater rods are 13.1 mm diameter, 550 mm long oxidized brass 
sheathed electric-resistance cartridge heaters with a 500 mm 
nickel-chromium conductor wire heated region, and a type E thermocouple 
(Chromel, (+) lead*, and Constantan, (-) lead) located at the outer surface 
of the heater rod insulated in compacted magnesium oxide. The maximum 
operating temperature of the heater rods is 300 "C. Each individual heater 
rod is rated for a maximum capacity of 30 Volts/1.0 Watts. The material 
of heater rod, oxidized brass, was selected since it had an approximately 
same emissivity as one of the spent fuel [9]. The heater rods are 
electrically configured with one(l) set of thirty-seven(37) heater rods in 
parallel as shown in Figure 2-3. The calculated resultant resistance of 
heater rod bundle is 14.66 ohms. To ensure the quality of the heater rods 
before use, each heater rod was inspected and assigned a unique 
identification number. Each rod was given a two-digit numerical 
identifier (example' 2-3 is the third rod located in second radial row) as 
shown in Figure 2-5. 

C n U D (HUPHITi PCTMU.W" 

IXCU.OV FUR «W*™ 

Z**CM.<7V «MO SUPPORT *IA« 

Figure 2-2 CANDU 37-element Fuel Assembly 
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Figure 2-3 Configuration of the Heater Rod Bundle 
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The thermocouples of the heater rods were calibrated and supplied by 
Yong Dong Instrument Co.,and brazed on the heater rods at the site of 
Dae Han Electric Heating Ind. Co., Ltd. The acceptable tolerance for these 
tests was ±1.7"C. This tolerance was chosen from the OMEGA's 
catalog[26]. According to the Test Record of Yong Dong Instrument, this 
tolerance was not exceeded by any of the heater rod thermocouples [30]. 

The length of the heater rods, 550 mm, was chosen for several reasons. 
A structural support needed to hold the rods in a pitch to diameter ratio 
of approximately 1.14 on each heater end-side of 50 mm long. 
Additionally, the length of 500 mm is the approximate length of a typical 
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor CANDU spent fuel assembly. 

The material, oxidized brass, and the wall thickness, a minimum of 1.0 
mm, of the heater rods were chosen to ensure that the exterior rod wall 
temperature was as uniform as possible[23,24]. However, the large wall 
thickness required made the heater rod fabrication difficult and caused the 
final product to be extremely delicate. The swaging process used in 
heater rod construction caused the thermocouple and power wires to neck 
and become prone to breaking. These components were heated to oxidize 
the outer-surface of the heater rod sheath in the furnace at around 300 
°C that their emissivity could be approximated at 0.61 [20]. 

These heater rod are arranged in heat transfer cell spanning 60 degrees 
consists of square pitch arrays and nearly equilateral triangular arrays 
with a rod pitch to diameter ratio of approximately 1.14 using rod support 
plates located 25 mm from each end of the heater rods. The array of a 
heater rod bundle is the same configuration as a cross-sectional view of 
a CANDU 37-eIement fuel bundle geometry as shown in Figure 2-4. 
Figure 2-5 shows the arrangement of the heater rods identified by their 
unique identification number. And the thermocouples are allocated at the 
designated heater rods which will be measured by temperature. The 
physical properties of heater rod are given in Table 2-3. 
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( j - p = 1.49 cm 
Square Array 

ular Array 

S.66 cm 

Figure 2-4 Cross-sectional view of the CANDU 37-Element 
Fuel Bundle Geometry[18] 
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Table 2-3 Physical Properties and Conditions for Test Cases 

Parameter 

Emissivity 

Decay Heat Power 
per Fuel Bundle 

Density,' kg/m 
Cp, J /kgr 
k, W/mX: 

Fuel Sheath (Zircaloy) 

0.61 (range: 0.6 - 0.7) 

6.00 W 
(6-year cooled fuel) 

6504 
292.9 
11.81 

Oxidized Brass 

0.61 (Note 1) 

6.00 W 

8522 
385 
111 

Note 1. per AECL's Technical Note for Wolsong-1 Spent Fuel 
Dry Storage (1990) 

ROD SUPPORT PLATES 

The rod support plates are two identical 120 mm diameter of Teflon 
plates, 25 mm thickness, with an thirty-seven (37) holes of 14 mm 
diameter on each plate. The pitch between the holes is 14.9 mm. 

The thickness of the plates, 25 mm, was chosen to minimize the amount 
of heat conducted from the heater rods to the plates while still providing 
adequate structural support for the heater rod array. The material, teflon, 
was chosen for its availability, its insulation capacity, and having low 
cost. 
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Thermocoup 
< . - ' - , 

4-16) ̂ ~/\"X /^\^ ( 4'2J 

fW&® 

to 
I 

R5{TYP.; 

Figure 2-5 Arrangement of I Icaler Rods in 37-elements Array 



BAND HEATER 

The band heater provides the boundary condition at the outermost heater 
rods for the heater rod array. 

The band heaters are 140 mm inside diameter with 20 mm thickness of 
insulation, 230 mm long, stainless steel sheathed heaters with a 230 mm 
long heated region with precut mounting holes. Each band heater is 
rated for 220 Volt/2200 Watts with a maximum power density of 4 Watts 
per square cm. They are electrically configured with one(l) set of three 
heaters in parallel. The band heater is made from one(l) set of three(3) 
identical stainless steel plate pieces. When these pieces are put together, 
they form a cylindrical pipe. These pieces are held together by 
removable screws for ease of assembly/disassembly. 

The band heaters provide the boundary conditions for the experimental 
apparatus. The band heaters are installed on the outer-surface of the 
containment vessel. 

CONTAINMENT VESSEL 

The containment vessel is a operating pressure (10 kg/cm' a)/full vacuum 
vessel constructed from 139.8 mm outside-diameter, 900 mm long 
SUS304TP stainless steel pipe with a 9.5 mm wall thickness sealed at 
each end with 10K Stainless Steel flanges. 

There are three(3) penetration holes at the blind flange of the 
containment vessel. One penetration is used for power feedthrough: one 
penetration is used for thermocouple feedthrough; and the last penetration 
is used for the containment vessel pressure system and the containment 
vessel vacuum system for the future work. 

The power feedthrough and the themocouple feeedthrough are opening 
condition for test initialization. However, all of these penetrations will be 
fabricated form compression fittings, epoxy, and solid stand wire for 
future work. The black and white wires are paired as power in and 
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power out, respectively. There are thirty-seven (37) pairs of power 
wires in the power feedthrough. The thermocouple feedthrough wire is 
multipair thermocouple extension cable supplied by Young Dong 
Instrument Co. The thermocouple cable is 20 AWG type E (Chromel, (+) 
lead; and Constantan, (-) lead) with twenty twisted and marked pairs. 
The thermocouple feedthroughs each have fifteen (15) thermocouple pairs. 

Two eye-bolts are attached to each support structure side of the 
containment vessel flanges for easy handling. 
The containment vessel pressure system is the system used to 

pressurize the containment vessel with the desired heat transfer medium 
and the containment vessel vacuum system is used to operate the 
experimental apparatus at below atmospheric pressure for future work. 

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 

The experiment's instrumentation can be broken down into two types of 
Instrumentation and Control Systems. These systems are: the Data 
Acquisition System and the Power Supplier Systems. 
Instruments used for support of data gathering activities should be 

calibrated utilizing reference standards whose calibration is certified as 
being traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST). However, each instrument used on the current experimental 
appratus cannot help but accept the calibration and test data provided by 
vendor with the certification of authority. 

The Data Acquisition System comprised of Hewlett Packard components 
on loan from several research projects at Thermal-Hydraulics Laboratory 
of KAIST. The Data Acquisition System consists of a data 
acquisition/control unit with a multiplexer card and an integrating 
voltmeter installed, a computer with a central processing unit and a data 
storage unit. 

The data acquisition/control unit is a Hewlett Packard Model 3852A. 
This unit has the ability to support five(5) plug-in function modules. 
The plug-in function modules is a Hewlett Packard Model 44708H 
module, and twenty(20) Channel Relay multiplexers. Additionally, the relay 
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multiplexers automatically handle thermocouple compensation. Both the 
data acquisition/control unit and the integrating voltmeter have current 
calibration to NIST standards. The Data Acquisition System is a 
Hewlett Packard Model 3852A, with the IBM personal computer of a AST 
premium 486/33 Model 115V with a 110 Megabyte/16ms hard drive, a 2 
Megabyte memory, and 3-1/2 inch floppy drive. The measuring 
temperature data were stored on data-files in degree celcius in the IBM 
personal computer. 

The HP44708H twenty(20) Channel Relay Multiplexer with Thermocouple 
Compensation has two main assemblies: the component module and the 
terminal module. The component module contains the back plane 
interface electronics, the relay control logic, and the relays. The terminal 
module contains terminal strips for connecting external wiring, a 
thermocouple mounted in a thermal block, and provides mounting holes 
for user installed components such as: one pole low pass filters, voltage 
dividers, current shunt resistors(to allow current measurements), surge 
current limit resistors of fuses. 
On the terminal module, only one common connection is provided for 

all 20 channels. The addition of the thermistor in the thermal block 
on the terminal module provides for temperature compensation 
measurements. The thermistor is read as a four wire ohms 
measurement by closing a sense bus and a source bus tree relay. 
The thermocouple wire used to connect the penetrations to a 
twenty (20) channel High Voltage Relay Multiplexer/Thermocouple 
compensation HP 44708H) is Multipair Thermocouple Extension Cable 
supplied by Young Dong Instrument Electric Co. The thermocouple 
sheath is 1.6 mm diameter type E (Chromel, (+) lead; and Constantan, (-) 
lead) [25]. 

The experimental apparatus has two separate control systems for power. 
The first is the heater rod system and the second is the band heaters. 
To limit the voltage input to each system, these constant power suppliers 
were placed between the A.C. power supplies and the experimental 
apparatus. The power supplier, Model hp6114A, provides the constant 
D.C. power delivered to the heater rods for the test cases of matrix-C. 
The power supplier, Model Lambda LLS9120, provides the constant D.C. 
power to heater rod bundle for the test cases of matrix-A and matrix-B; 
to band heaters for the test cases of matrix-C. These constant power 
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suppliers are used to limit the power delivered to the heater rod bundle 
and to limit the power to the band heaters so that their power ratings 
are not exceeded. A temperature of containment vessel is protected by 
the over-temperature protection unit by setting the temperature of 
outer-surface of the containment vessel attached thermocouples 
appropriately. Additionally, the surge suppressor has been used to prevent 
a power spike from affecting the instrumentation. The voltage is limited 
by a constant D.C power supplier(LLS9120). This D.C. power supplier 
was purchased from an approved vendor[26]. The D.C. power supplier, 
Model hp6114A was on loan from Thermal-Hydraulics Laboratory of 
KAISTC27]. 

ASSEMBLY OF EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

Prior to assembly of the experimental system, the heater rods were 
inspected as discussed in Section 2.2. After inspection, five (5) heater 
rods with the exessive resistance of total forty-two (42) heater rods were 
restored as the spare parts. 
After each rod was inserted in the rod support plates, the rod was 

electrically connected to the D.C. power supplier(hp611A). After each rod 
was connected, continuity was checked using a multimeter to ensure that 
the power wires were connected to the heater rod. The heater rods were 
electrically connected in one(l) set of thirty-seven(37) heater rods 
connected in parallel. Figure 2-5 shows the arrangement of the heater 
rods by their unique identifying numbers assigned during the heater rod 
inspection. The heater rods, now supported by the rod support plates, 
were then placed in the containment vessel. 

The eye-bolts was attached on the containment vessel flanges for easy 
handling and for the horizontal position of future test. The containment 
vessel was placed vertically on the stand support 

Thermocouples were installed on the containment vessel surface. 
Two(2) E-type thermocouples were attached to the surface of 
containment vessel with bolted connection", each positioned between band 
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heaters, It is noted at this point that during the case A, discussed in 
Section 3.5, the type K thermocouples were determined not to provide an 
accurate measurement of the actual wall temperature. These 
thermocouples were mechanically attached to the outer surface of 
Containment Vessel, and provide the protection from the ultimate 
temperature rise of the containment vessel. 

The final major step was to attach the exterior thermocouple 
feedthrough penetration wires to the Data Acquisition Systems' 
multiplexer modules. This step was accomplished with hours of care and 
caution to ensure that each thermocouple connected was assigned the 
appropriate multiplexer channel number. 

The configuration of the current experimental equipment installation is 
provided in Figures 2-6 and 2-7. Figure 2-7 shows the schematic of the 
experimental setup for the full scope test in future. 
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DATA ACQUISITION 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the test cases, procedures and general results of 
the data taken on the experimental apparatus. Because the CANDU 
spent fuel are stored in the dry storage canister in air, the current test 
was performed at the atomospheric pressure condition to obtain the 
comparable test data with the results of 'MAXROT'. Section 3.2 
discusses the test cases performed with atmospheric pressure testing in 
air as a test initialization; the various pressure testing in different fill 
gases and below atmospheric pressure testing will be peformed for the 
full scope test later. Section 3.3 discusses the procedures used for data 
acquisition. Section 3.4 briefly discusses the test data results and the 
format of the data sheets provided in Appendix C. 

TEST MATRIX 

There are three(3) test matrices, as summarized in Table 3-1, for the 
current experimental apparatus. They are-

(A) Heater rods and thermocouple performance test before assembly 
of the experimental apparatus; 

(B) Various heater rod bundle power from 5 watts to 20 watts with 
no band heater power; 

(C) Constant heater rod bundle power(6 watts) and various band 
heaters power for each boundary condition. 

Tiie uiree(3) rest cases are performed. In the test marrix-A, the 
apparatus was initially tested to ensure that the components and 
instrumentation performed as designed prior to the final assembly setup 
of the experimental apparatus. The initial test results were examined to 
ensure that the apparatus provided the desired information. The first test 
was performed before assembly of the experimental apparatus to check 
the performance of the heater rods and the thermocouple attached to the 
heater rod. The resultant resistance of the heater rod bundle was 
measured and compared with that of the calculated to confirm 
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Table 3-1 Test Matrix 

Case 

A 

B 

C 

PH/R 

(watts) 

< 27.0 

5.0-20.0 

6.0 

TB CO 

ambient 

ambient 

< 192 

PBAND 

(watts) 

0 

0 

57.4 ~ 210 

Remark 

Heater Rods 
Performance Test 

1-Bundle Test 

for Scoping Test 

Note 1 ; P H/J» = Heater Rods Power per Mockup Fuel Bundle, watts 
TB = Outmost Heater Rods Temperature of Mockup Fuel 

Bundle, V 
PBAND = Band Heaters Power for Boundary Condition, watts 

appropriateness of the configuration of heater rods connected in parellel. 
14.8S2±0.3S2 for the measured resultant resistance of the heater rod 
bundle and 14.66.Q for the calculated resultant resistance were obtained. 
Accordingly, the appropriateness of the connection of the heater rods in 
parallel was confirmed. 
At first, no power was supplied to heater rods bundle, and the 

temperatures of selected heater rods were recorded at the ambient 
condition. Then, the heater rod bundle power of 27 watts was supplied, 
and the temperatures of selected heater rods which thermocouple were 
attached to the heater rods were measured. In this process, one(l) failed 
heater rod with thermocouple was found in the run case A00027-4 and 
was replaced with a new one. 

In the test matrix^B, after assembly of the heater rod bundle into the 
containment vessel, the experimental apparatus was operated at the heater 
rod bundle powers of 5 watts, 7 watts, 10 watts, 15 watts, and 20 watts. 
The power is controlled by the constant voltages or the currents of the 

programmed linear heat flux with the regulated power supplier 
(LAMBADA, LLS-9120). Then, the temperatures of the heater rods in 
each row were measured and reduced at the saturated condition for each 
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heater rod bundle power. 

After finishing this test, the power supplier(LAMBDA, LLS-9120) was 
switched to band heaters power supplier for the test matrix-C. 

In the test matrix-C, in order to make the same boundary condition as 
an interim dry storage condition at the nuclear power plant site, the band 
heaters on the outside surface of the containment vessel were operated 
and the power of the heater rod bundle were kept at a constant power of 
6 watts. The band heaters power is used to control the temperatures of 
the outer surface of the containment vessel. These temperatures were 
monitored by recording the displayed temperatures on the CRT screen of 
personal computer IBM 486/DX for data storage and regulated by each 
preset power level with the D.C. power supplier (LAMBADA, LLS-9120). 

The power supplier, Model hp6114A, provides the constant D.C. power 
delivered to the heater rod bundle, and the power supplier, Model Lambda 
LLS9120, provides the constant D.C. power to band heaters. The 
calculated average temperatures and the sample standard deviation of the 
meaured temperatures of the heater rod at each saturated condition were 
compared with the predicted data obtained by MAXROT. 

The data acquisition is categorized into three(3) Data Acquisition Cases 
per test matrices in the previous mentioned. 
The measured data for test cases of matrix-A were neither analyzed nor 

reduced since the purpose of this test was to check the performance of 
the experimental apparatus. Test cases of matrix-B were performed at 
atmospheric pressure in air at each heater rod bundle power level, such 
as 5 watts, 7 watts, 10 watts, 15 watts, and 20 watts, with the 
controlling temperature ranging from 30 °C to 70°C without the band 
heaters operating. 
The test cases of matrix-C was performed at atmospheric pressure at a 

constant heater rod bundle power of 6 watts, with various band heaters 
power from 57.4 watts to 210 watts. Test cases of rnatrix-C identified, 
after the testing had begun, that additional tests should be performed to 
increase the reliability of data with the same test condition in a range of 
the outermost heat rod temperature between 170 °C and 180 "C. 

A summary of the test cases of each test matrix is provided in Table 
3-2. This table specifies each test with a run identification number, data 
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file name to store the measured temperatures, heater rod bundle power, 

band heaters power, the maximum heater rod temperatures at the starting 

and finishing time, running time duration, and the time and date that the 

test was completed. Note that some of the tests were performed more 

than once, which is denoted by same band heater power and the 

approximately same maximum heater rod temperature. A run identification 

number was assigned to each combination of test parameters to allow 

easy identification of the parameters that apply to corresponding set of 

tests. The sample test run data with the run identification number legend 

is given in Table 3-2. 

TEST PROCEDURES 

The operating procedures were needed to prepare the experimental 

apparatus for data acquisition as specified for the test cases. This section 

describes the procedures used during data acquisition. A computer 

program written by Y. I. Kim and, I. C. Chu was utilized to aid in data 

acquisition and data presentation. The computer program, DAS, is written 

in Hewlett Packard/Qbasic. A copy of the data acquisition program for 

temperature measurement of the experimental apparatus is provided in 

Appendix A. The program scans each of the multiplexer channels at 

every setting time interval and takes a set of experimental data of each 

channel reading. After temperatures were obtained from rDASf, A 

computer program, 'CANDUT6T written in FORTRAN77/Lahey by the 

author as provided in Appendix B, requires user input of the heater rod 

bundle power, band heater power, and number of interval for data 

selection as well as temperatures obtained from 'DAS'. The program 

also requires user input to assign a run identification number. After the 

user inputs the required information into the computer program, a printout 

of the formatted data is provided. This program determines the average 

of each selected heater rod temperature with its corresponding heater rod 

position number as shown in Figure 2-5. The program also presents the 

data formatted in each radial row for the corresponding heater rod 

thermocouple readings, a containment vessel outermost temperatures and 

inside gap temperature between the inner surface of containment 

vessel and outermost heater rod. The program stores the data in a file 
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identified by the run identification number. This computer program was 
used for each set of data taken. 

There are essentially two(2) processes to be followed in preparing the 
experimental apparatus for data acquisition. They are: 

(1) the heater rod bundle operating process for the test matrix-B, 
(2) the data reduction for 'MAXROT' verification with the band 

heaters operating process to maintain a boundary condition.' 

The heater rod bundle operating process is considered as the basic 
process for operating the experimental apparatus. It is utilized each time 
the experimental apparatus is being prepared for data acquisition. This 
process requires the heater rod bundle to be in-service and the same 
process was used in test cases of matrix-B. Prior to turning the power 
on for the heater rod bundle, the setpoint for the maximum temperature 
must be set at 200°C which should be lower than design temperature(300 
*C for the mechanical integrity of the heater rods). Upon setting up this 
trip setpoint, the controlling setpoint is set, and then, a constant D.C. 
power is provided to the heater rods automatically by power supplier, 
Model Lambda LLS9120. In these test cases, it takes approximately 8 
hours for the experimeneal apparatus to reach the first equilibrium at a 
nominal power input of 5 watts. When the experimental apparatus 
reaches equilibrium, the Data Acquisition System is used to take a set of 
data with the data acquisition program. After the test data results are 
stored, the heater rod bundle is increased (decreased) to the next desired 
equilibrium, repeating the process described above, such as 7 watts, 10 
watts, 15 watts, an 20 watts of heater rod bundle power. 

In the test matrix-C, the heater rod bundle power was maintained at a 
constant power of 6 watts to simulate the heat generation rate of six(6) 
years cooled CANDU spent fuel bundle cooled for six years, by using a 
constant D.C. power supplier, Model hp6114A. The band heaters power 
was provided by a constant D.C. power supplier, Model Lambda LLS9120, 
from 57.4 watts to 210 watts to make desired boundary conditions. The 
target temperature of the outermost heat rod temperature was 178 °C 
which was the boundary condition for the spent fuel bundle cooled for 6 
years under the operating condition of CANDU spent fuel dry storage 
canister at the Wolsong plant site[18,19,28,29]. In previous study, this 
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temperature also has been used as input to 'MAXROT'. 

TEST RESULTS 

Test cases of matrix-B provide a base set of data; Test case of 
matrix-C provide a set of data that accentuates to verify the results of 
'MAXROT' at the atmospheric pressure. The test cases were run with 
the heater rod controlling temperatures ranging from 301) to 190 V,. 

The data sheet for each data set is formatted to show the temperature 
distribution in the heater rod array and the containment vessel. The data 
sheet provides as follows: the time and date of data acquisition; the 
heater rod bundle power; band heaters power; the temperatures measured 
at the midpoint of each heater rod in second-, third-, and forth row; 
calculated average temperatures for each heater rod; and sample 
deviation of each average temperature, unceratinties in differential 
temperature of the experimental data. The temperatures in a centered 
heater rod were measured 3 locations: at the midpoint of rod, at 68.75 
mm above of midpoint in axial location, and at 206.25 mm above of 
midpoint in axial location. A sample test run data sheet with an 
identification number and variable legend is given in Table 3-3. Heater 
rod position designation is identified in Figure 2-5. A copy of sample 
ouput data set is provided in Appendix C. 

The final composite test results are shown in Figure 4-4. This figure 
is a plot of the test data for each outermost heater rod temperature 
showing the differential temperature between the hottest heater rod and 
the coldest heater rod temperature. 
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Table 3-2 Sample Test Run Data Sheet with 
Identification Number and Variable Legend 

(sheet 1 of 2) 

Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : ZHHBBB-nn ) 
ft******************************************************************************* 

Power = HH..00 Watts Band Heater Power = BBB.00 Watts 
Run Date : mm/dd/yy time : hfrmm Measuring unit : degree C 
a******************************************************************************* 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u Tco.l 

t t t t T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

T n 

Tl5 

T M T M T34 X W 

1 M 1 B4 

T2,* 
T * * 

TCin Tco.u Tco.l 

( del Tmax ATMAX ) 

******* THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH H/R **** 

NUMBER OF SAMPLE DATA, N = nn 

T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

T17 

Ti5 

T« Tu Tw 
—c 
T S4 

T 1 * 

T1CB4 

T 2 * 
T 2 0 ^ 

TCin Tco.u Tco,l 

( del Tmax ATMAX ) 

*** THE SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH AVERAGE TEMPERATURE *** 

T17 Si7 SCin Sco.u Sco,l 

T15 Sis 
T14 

TI4C 

Su S3* 

SC34 

S'; B< B4 

*** UNCERTAINTY IN DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE OF T H E EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

DU1 = Sl,MAX DU4 = S-IJ4AX 

DT.unc = (DU1*«2 + DU4**2)*»0.5 degree C 
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Table 3-2 Sample Test Run Data Sheet with 

Identification Number and Variable Legend 

(sheet 2 of 2) 

Run ID No. Key : ZHHBBB-nn 

Alphabetic 
Designation Meaning in Run ID. No. 

Test Case, A = Test Case for Heater 
Rods and Thermocouples 
Performance Test 

B = No Band Heater 
Power Test 

C = Scoping Test 

HH 

BBB 

Heater Rods Bundle Power, watts 

Bander Heaters Power, watts 

nn Serial Number for Test Run, 01—99 

ttt : recording time of each heater rod temperature, sec. 

Tij : Selected Measured Temperature of Heater Rods 
at each location as designated in Table 4-1. 

Sij '• Sample Standard Deviation for an Average Measured 
Temperature of Heater Rods at each location as designated 
in Table 4-1. 
ij : i = no. of row (l=center, 2=second, 3=third, 4=forth row) 

j = axial position designation of heater rod 
(l=bottom, ..., 4=midpoint, ..., 7=top of heater rod) 

mm/dd/yy hfrmm : date and time of data aquisition completed 
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DATA REDUCTION/ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the reduction and analysis of the test data 
obtained from the experimental apparatus in test cases of both matrix-B 
and matrix-C. The test cases of matrix-A are not reduced and analyzed 
as discussed in Chapter 3. The sample output of the experimental data 
reduction is provided in Appendix C. Section 42 presents the methods of 
data reduction which are based on 'MAXROT developed by J. W. Park 
and M. H. Chun in their related work[83. This section also describes the 
process used for data reduction and presents an example of the reduction 
using the data for a sample test cases of matrix-C. Section 43 presents 
the error analysis of the test data. Section 4.4 presents the comparison 
of the actual test data with the prediction results from 'MAXROT'. A 
set of test data is used to verify the predicted maximum temperature of 
the CANDU spent fuel cladding in the dry storage canister using 
'MAXROT'. 

METHODS OF REDUCTION 

The methods of data reduction are based on 'MAXROT' developed by 
M. H. Chun and J. W. Park at KAIST, in their related work in 1993&I. 
The Y.J.Lee's analytical method has been developed to calculate the 
maximum spent fuel cladding temperature given the peak basket 
temperaLure[23j. Tiiio method calculates the two-dimensional, steady-state 
heat transfer of coupled conduction and radiation phenomena among 
closely spaced rods with an equilateral triangular pitch arrangement in a 
rectangular canister. This analytical method has been expanded to 
analyze and predict the maximum temperature of the CANDU spent fuel 
cladding in the dry storage canister in a previous study[18]. The 
summary of a non-linear heat balance equation developed by M. H. Chun 
and J. W. Park is provided as follows[18,19]." 
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= Qdi + « f i B T f l + ? £ B T B
4 , for i = 1, 2, 3. 

where, $y = - Ey b kjj : effective conductive heat 

ransfer coefficent 

fy = Ao Fij a', effective radiative heat transfer 

coeffcient 
F$ : gray-body overall interchanging 

factor 
Ti, Tj : temperature at i-th and/or j-th rod row 

'MAXROT' was written by J. W. Park, using FORTRAN77, to calculate 
the maximum fuel element temperature given outermost fuel element 
temperature by using above equation with the Newton-Raphson iteration 
method. This computer program calculates the average heater rod 
temperature in each radial row with simplified assumption and 
modification. A copy of 'MAXROT' code has been provided in Appendix 
F of J. W. Park's Ph.D. dissertation[8]. The calculation flow diagram of 
'MAXROT' is shown in Figure 4-1. To calculate the maximum heater 
rod temperature, the results obtained from the experimental data(i.e. the 
average temperature of outer-most heater rod temperatures, TB) were 
used as of the outermost fuel rod temperature obtained from the step-1 
thermal analysis for each test case. These predictions are compared with 
the test data obtained from the experimental apparatus. 

'MAXROT' predicts the maximum temperature in a heated rod array. 
The model assumed a uniform volumetric heat generation and uniform 
boundary temperature (outermost fuel element temperature). In Section 
4.4, the predictions from the model are compared with the test data 
obtained from the experiment. The purpose of this comparison is to 
verify the model. 'CANDUT61' was written by the author, using 
FORTRAN77/Lahey, to calculate the average heater rod temperatures and 
their sample standard deviations obtained from the data acqusition system 
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of experimental apparatus for each quasi-static state of a saturated 
temperature condtion. 

The generic process for reduction applied to each set of data and a 
detailed process of reduction for the data set are presented in this section. 
The process of reduction for each set of data was performed by a 
computer program entitled as 'DAS'. 

The generic process of data reduction has five steps. The steps are : 

(1) Obtain the temperatures of selected heater rods from the Data 
Aquisition System(DAS), 

(2) Calculate the average temperature of selected heater rods by 
using 'CANDUT6T, 

(3) Calculate the temperatures of each heater rod row by using 
'MAXROT' with the outermost heater rod temperature obtained 
from experimental data in step (2), 

(4) Perform error analysis corrections to actual test data. The error 
analysis is presented in Section 4.3, 

(5) Plot the outputs from Steps 3 and 4 along with the corrected test 
data (after error analysis) for each test case. These plots are 
presented in Section 4.4, and 

(6) Evaluate the results of a 'MAXROT' model with the experimental 
data obtained in steps (1) through (4). 

The outputs from Step 2 provides the predicted differential temperatures 
between the maximum heater rod temperatures and the outermost heat 
rod temperatures as a function of outermost heater rod temperature that 
are plotted in Step 5 and presented in Section 4.4 

In Step 1, the experimental data set should be analyzed to select a 
quasi-static state condition at the specified temperature of the outermost 
heater rod. 

In Step 2, the average temperature at each heater rod row and 
corresponding sample standard deviation for the selected test data 
obtained in Step 1 were calculated using 'CANDUT61'. Prior to executing 
the program, the stored data file name, heater rod bundle power, date and 
time being completed must be fed into 'CANDUT61'. The output 
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provides a table of measured differential temperatures between the 
maximum heater rod temperatures and the minimum outermost heater rod 
temperatures in the specified data set And the average temperature at 
each heater rod row and corresponding sample standard deviation for the 
selected test data are recored at the bottom side of the data file. 

In Step 3, the user must evaluate 'MAXROT' with the result of data 
obtained in Step 2 at the same temperature of the outermost heater rod 
Step 2. Prior to executing the programs, the outermost heater rod 
temperature and the linear heat generation rate must be modified into 
'input'. The similar value for the other parameters, such as heat transfer 
geometry (rod diameter, pitch, rod array), emissivity of heater rod, and 
gray body configuration factor for the radiative heat transfer, were used 
as used the previous study. 

The execution of 'MAXROT' provides output in a tabular form, of the 
predicted maximum heater rod temperature in the inner-most row and 
differential temperatures between the maximum heater rod temperatures 
and the minimum outermost heater rod temperatures. 

In Step 4, the error analysis of the test data is performed. The error 
analysis is discussed in Section 4.3 

Next, the measured temperatures and corresponding predicted 
temperatures obtained from Steps 2 and 3 have been plotted using 
PlotIT3.0 in Step 5. For each graph, a line plot was obtained for the 
temperature distribution at each heater rod row, and the differential 
temperature as a function of outermost heater rod temperature for each 
test cases. Then, the compensated experimental data with uncertainty 
from the error analysis result were plotted. The prediction curves are 
compared with that of the experimental data and corresponding 
temperatures obtained from the experimental apparatus for each 
corresponding test case overlaid on the same graph. The results from 
this step are shown in Section 4.4 
The detailed process of reduction for the data set for test initialization 

will describe the generic process that has been used. The summary 
results of 'MAXROT' will present each predicted data with its 
corresponding output 
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA 

An analysis of the possible errors in the test data from the experimental 
apparatus is presented in this section. There are two types of errors: 
accuacy components for the experimental apparatus system(<ra) and 
additive uncertainty for the statistic data(tfu). 

Total variation to be composed of additive uncertainty and accuracy 
components leads to the relation as follows[33]; 

Ot - \<Ju + Ga i 

Where the subscripts, t, u, and a refer to total, uncertainty, and accuracy, 
respectively. 

The uncertainty in the differential temperature of the hottest heater rod 
(centered heater rod) and the outermost heater rod temperature has been 
determined. The instrument error in measuring temperature contains 
errors from 44708H multiplexer and E-type thermocouples. The accuracy 
components of the current experimental apparatus is as follows; 

1) The accuracy uncertainties of the Data Aquisition System (DAS) 
(HP44708H Channel High Voltage Relay Multiplexes with 
thermocouple compensation[25]) 

- Reference Junction compensation Accuracy (thermocouple 
compensation error) : 0.1 "C (over 18 to 28 "C operating 
temperature) 

- Maximum Temperature Difference Across Isothermal Module 
(Multiplexor reading error) •' 0.2 °C 

Hence, total accuracy of the DAS (aa) is 0.3°C. 

2) The accuracy of a E-type thermocouple has an error bound of ± 1.7 
°C or ±0.50% of through the whole temperature range above 0 
°C, whichever is greater [301. The current test, the range of the 
operating temperature is from 20 °C to 20010, therefore, the 
maximum estimated accuracy of the thermocouples is 1.7 "C. While 
the calibration errors for the as-built thermocouples from vendor' 
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test report are incorporated into 'CANDUT6T for recording 
temperatures at each heater rod in data reduction process. 

3) The accuracy of the constant D.C power supply system for the 
heater rod bundle is as follows : 

- The regulated power supplier, Model LLS-9120, for the test 
cases of matrices A and B : 

An accuracy of programmed value versus delivered output is 
±2.0% for the maximum current 7 Amperes at ambient 
temperature less than 40*C and the voltage range of 0—120 
VDC. 

- The precision power supplier, Model hp6114A, for the test cases 
of matrix C : 
An accuracy is 0.025% of output voltage for the power range 
0-20V, 2A/20-40V, 1A 

4) The measured resultant resistance of the heater rod bundle is 14.8 .£ 
±0.3.G. 

The uncertainties of power supply system and resultant resistance of the 
heater rod bundle above were incorporated into the statistical data such 
as the average and sample standard deviations for the measured 
temperatures at each heater rod row. Therefore, these uncertainties were 
not estimated for this error analysis. Therefore, the total uncertainty of 
the accuracy components for the current experimental apparatus, o&, is: 

0a = 0.3*C of DAS error + 1.7T of thermocouples error = 2.0*C 

Therefore, the total systematic error for correcting the experimental test 
data is 2.0 °C. 

Since the selected test data at the quasi-static state were statistically 
treated, there are an additive uncertainty of random experimental data in 
the average temperatures and the corresponding sample standard deviation 
for each data set These values of the uncertainty, a u, were calculated 
for each test case. Substituting the total systematic error( a J and the 
additive uncertainty of random experimental data((Xu) in the previous 
equation, the total uncertainties, ot can be estimated. The total 
uncertainty for all experimental data in this study was 2.01 "C. This 
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uncertainty is shown on the figures where the test data are compared 
with result of 'MAXROT'. 

COMPARISON OF TEST DATA TO PREDICTION 

The comparison of the test data obtained from the experimental 
apparatus and the predictions from 'MAXROT' are presented in this 
section. The assessment of the comparisons between the test data and 
the theoretical predictions is presented is Section 4.5. All the data sets 
with their corresponding 'MAXROT' model prediction were campared, and 
the plot of these data are provided in Figures 4-2 through 4-5. Each 
data set is also presented and discussed individually. 

The first comparison presented is the test cases of matrix-B. Figure 
4-2 provides a graphical comparison of the test data obtained from the 
experimental apparatus with the various heater rod bundle power. 

The second comparison presented is the test cases of matrix-C. The 
measured and predicted temperature distributions at each heater rod row 
at the temperature of outermost heater rod(forth-row) are provided in 
Figures 4-3(a) and 4-3(b), respectively. The trend of the temperature 
distribution is similar and predicted data is more conservative than the 
experimental data as shown in Figure 4-4, The quantitative conservatism 
is minimum 0.90 "C. Figure 4-5 shows the quantitative conservatism 
between the predicted and measured temperatures of the heater rods for a 
typical test case of matrix-C(run I.D. no. C06186-3). The compensated 
measured temperatures wilii Lhe uuuti" uncertainty are also projected on 
top of the predicted data curve. 

In general, the predictions agree with the test data obtained from the 
experimental apparatus. The individual assessments of these comparisons 
are presented in Section 4.5 
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ASSESSMENT OF COMPARISON 

The graphical comparisons of the test data obtained from the 
experimental apparatus and the predictions from 'MAXROT' code are 
provided in Section 4.4. This section will assess each comparisoa 

The difference in result between 'MAXROT' model and the test data 
obtained from the experimen may be due to the assumptions used in the 
model. For the step-2 analysis of the previous study, the temperatures 
of the 18 outermost rods of the CANDU 37-element are assumed to be 
equal to the maximum fuel bundle temperature obtained from step-1 
analysis. For radiative heat transfer these outermost 18 rods are regarded 
as equivalent cylindrical enclosure where no net radiative heat transfer 
occurs, whereas the remaining 19 rods generate the same decay heat. 
Therefore, the average linear heat generation rate of each fuel rod was 
assumed to be equal to the total decay heat power per 37-element 
CANDU fuel bundle divided by 19 and by the active heat generating 
length of a fuel rod. The quantitative conservatism for the maximum rod 
temperatures in the fuel bundle is evaluated in this experimental work. 

The assumptions used in the model are not consistent with the present 
configuration and operation of the experimental apparatus. The 
experimental outermost heater rods temperatures were averaged to be 
used as input into the 'MAXROT' code model. The quantitative 
conservatism due to these assumption for the maximum rod temperatures 
in the fuel bundle is evaluated in this experimental work, and the actual 
difference varied as much as 0.9 "C. 

The general assessment of the experimental data and predictions, which 
are graphically shown in Figures 4-2 through 4-5, is that there is good 
agreement. The shapes of the prediction curves ('MAXROT' code) are 
similar. 

At higher powers, the differential temperature of the experimental data 
becomes lower than the differential temperature of the predictions; 
however, there is a good overall agreement as shown in Figure 4-2. The 
'MAXROT' model prediction is more conservative than the measured 
temperatures compensated with uncertainty predicting a higher differential 
temperature at the same power and/or at the same temperature of the 
outermost heater rod. 

The measured and predicted temperature distributions at each heater rod 
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row at the temperature of outermost heater rod(forth-row) are provided 
Figures 4-3(a) and 4-3(b), respectively. 
At higher outermost temperature, the differential temperature of the 

experimental data becomes lower than the differential temperature of the 
predictions as shown in Figure 4-4(a)', again, it shows a good agreement 
The trend of the temperature distribution is similar, and predicted data 
has higher set of values than the experimental data as shown in Figure 
4-4(b), and the minimum difference of maximum temperature is 0.90 "C. 
The experimental data follows more closely to the result of 'MAXROT' 

due to compensated temperatures with the uncertainty as shown in 
Figure 4-5. 

As mentioned in the comparisons between the experimental test data and 
the predictions from the result of 'MAXROT', convective heat transfer is 
important at higher powers causing the differential temperatures of the 
experimental data to be lower than the differential temperatures of the 
predictions. Figure 4-5 provides a graphical comparison of the test data 
obtained from the experimental apparatus with the initial heat transfer 
medium of air for a typical test case of matrix-C (run I.D. no. C0618603). 
This case is closely consistent with the sample calculation condition in 
the previous study, except lower temperature of outmost heater rod of 
2.45 °C. The test data has been corrected for the total uncertainty of 2.01 
°C. Therefore, the best-estimate maximum temperature of CANDU spent 
fuel bundle in the dry storage canister at the plant site is expected to 
approximate 181.04 °C. 

In summary, the exact cause of the difference between prediction and 
data is not completely explained. The quantitative conservatism due to the 
assumption of the 'MAXROT' model can be estimated in the current 
experimental study. However, further investigation is needed to help 
thoroughly understand the results. At this point, it would be important 
to remember that no casks are designed to operate in vacuum (low 
pressure) conditions and the theoretical predictions and experimental data 
agree at atmospheric pressure, where agreement is considered of 
pragmatic importance[l],[2]. Figure 4-4(a) shows that the differential 
temperatures of the experiment are converging to the differential 
temperatures of the prediction, and it appears that a crossover point 
would occur if the experimental apparatus could be operated at high 
enough temperatures of the outermost heater rod. 
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In general, the results of the 'MAXROT' code analysis in the 
temperature distribution agree with the experimental results. The 
experimental results show that the results of 'MAXROT' are more 
conservative than the thermal mock-up results for the outermost fuel 
rod temperature in the range of between 80X2 and 180X2. The quantitative 
conservatism for the results of the 'MAXROT' analysis is a minimum 
0.9 X2 of the differential temperature under above range. 
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MAXROT 

Read input parmcters: 
N, d 0 ,P , e , ^ , 

expressions for Eg 's, and Fy 's, e, and Nc 

I 
Calculate Ê 's collocation method and F-'s 

E 
Assume Tj =TB for i = 1,2,3....,N 

I 
Calculate C Sj 's and % e *s 

I 
Establish Jacobian Matrix 

I 
Solve for new ^Tt 's to correct T4 's 

I 
T;= Ti+ ^Ti for i = 1,2,3...., N 

Step-1 

*B _ T^ro î 

No 

Output T1 ,T2 , . . . . ,TN 

Figure 4-1 Calculation Flow Diagram of MAXROT [18] 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

The work on this experimental research is aimed at verifying the 
MAXROT code by using the experimantal data. This research work is 
designed and operated to simulate the heat transfer characteristics of the 
cell spanning 60 degrees consisting of square pitch arrays and nearly 
equilateral triangular arrays with a spent fuel rod pitch to diameter ratio 
of approximately 1.14 (similar to a CANDU spent fuel assembly). 

The temperature distribution of the heater rods are obtained at various 
power levels using the outermost heater rod temperature as a boundary 
condition. The reduced data from this experiment has been utilized to 
verify 'MAXROT' developed by J.W.Park which predicts the maximum 
spent fuel rod surface temperature in a fuel assembly and to characterize 
the relevant heat transfer mechanisms in a fuel assembly. The Major 
conclusions obtained from the present work are: 

(1) The as-built experimental apparatus simulates the heat transfer 
mechanisms in a vertically configured CANDU spent nuclear fuel 
assembly of the interim dry storage canister system. 

(2) The test case performed in the experimental apparatus provide a 
good base set of test data which can be used to determine the 
importance of each heat transfer mechanism and to determine what 
further testing should be performed to further understand each heat 
transfer mechanism. 

(3) In general, the results of the 'MAXROT' code analysis in the 
temperature distribution trend showed good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

(4) Based on the experimental results, it is believed the results 
of 'MAXROT' are more conservative than the thermal mock-up 
results under the range of the outermost fuel rod temperatures 
between 80 "C and 180 "C. The quantitative conservatism for the 
results of the 'MAXROT' code analysis is a minimum 0.9 "C of 

t 
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the differential temperature under above range. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

This experimental research work presents many opportunities for further 
research in the area of determining the relative importance of radiation, 
conduction, and convection in a dry vertically-oriented CANDU nuclear 
spent fuel assembly. The recommendations for future work include the 
following: 

(1) Perform a study to determine additional test cases necessary to 
further demonstrate the heat transfer mechanisms, and perform 
these test cases under the specified controlled conditions using the 
experimental apparatus for the full scope test. 

(2) Upgrade the as-built experimental apparatus with the following 
modifications-' 

(a) Future purchases of Heater Rods should be replaced to 
failed ones: 

(b) Containment Vessel power penetrations and thermocouple 
penetrations that are rated for pressure and vacuum operation 
should be purchased and installed. These penetrations would 
significantly increase the band of testing that could be 
performed on the experimental apparatus and the overall 
safety of the experiment. 

(3) Modify the MAXROT code model to account for varying the 
pressure of the heat transfer medium and to refine the assessment 
of the effects of natural convection heat transfer (i.e., incorporate 
pressure dependence and natural convection dependence into the 
model). 

(4) Incorporate the ability to calculate standard deviations of the 
measured power, current, voltage, and temperature into future data 
acquisition programs. 

(5) Develop COBRA-SFS thermal analysis model for a CANDU 
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spent fuel assembly[34j. 

(6) Establish the thermal analysis methology applicable to a interim dry 
storage canister system for the CANDU spent fuel. 
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' Copyright Hewlett-Packard 1984, 1985, 1989 

' Set up program for MS-DOS HP-IB I/O Library 

' COMMON declarations are needed if your program is going to chain 
' to other programs. When chaining, be sure to call DEF.ERR as 
' well upon entering the chained-to program 

DECLARE SUB IOABORT (isc&) 
DECLARE SUB ioclear (isc&) 

DECLARE SUB IOCONTROL (isc&, OOND%, STAT%) 
DECLARE SUB IODMA (isc&, COUNT%, CHANNELS) 

DECLARE SUB ioenter (isc&, NUMBER!) 

DECLARE SUB ioentera (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSET%, COUNT%, C0UNT2%) 
DECLARE SUB lOENTERAB (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNT%, COUNT2%, SWP%) 

DECLARE SUB lOENTERB (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNT%, COUNT2%, SWP%) 
DECLARE SUB IOENTERF (isc&, FILENAMES, COUNT&, FLAG%) 

DECLARE SUB IOENTERS dsc&, STRN$, COUNT%, COUNT2%) 
DECLARE SUB IOEOI (isc&, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB IOEOL (isc&, STRN$, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB IOFASTOUT (isc&, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB IOGETTERM (isc&, REASON%) 
DECLARE SUB IOLLOCKOUT (isc&) 
DECLARE SUB IOLOCAL (isc&) 
DECLARE SUB IOMATCH (isc&, STRNS, FLAG%) 
DECLARE SUB IOOUTPUT (isc&, NUMBER!) 
DECLARE SUB IOOUTPUTA (isc&, SEGMENT%, OFFSETS, COUNT%) 
DECLARE SUB IOOUTPUTAB (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSET%, COUNT%, SWP%) 

DECLARE SUB IOOUTPUTB (isc&, SEGMENT%, OFFSET%, COUNT%, SWP%) 
DECLARE SUB IOOUTPUTF (isc&, FILENAMES, COUNT&) 
DECLARE SUB iooutputs (isc&, STRN$, COUNT%) 
DECLARE SUB IOPPOLL (isc&, RESPONSES 
DECLARE SUB IOPPOLLC (isc&, STAT%) 
DECLARE SUB IOPPOLLU (isc&) 
DECLARE SUB loremote (isc&) 
DECLARE SUB loreset (isc&) 

DECLARE SUB IOSEND dsc&, STRN$, COUNT%) 

DECLARE 3UC ICGTCLL visuSt, RESFGN3E%) 
DECLARE SUB IOSTATUS (isc&, COND%, STAT%) 
DECLARE SUB lotimeout (isc&, NUMBER!) 
DECLARE SUB IOTRIGGER dsc&) 

COMMON PCIB.DIRS 
COMMON DEF.ERR%, pcib.baserr!, pcib.err!, pcib.errS, PCIB.NAMES, PCEB.GLBERR! 
COMMON FALSER, TRUE%, noerr!, EUNKNOWN!, ESEL!, ERANGE!, ETIME!, ECTRL!, EPA 

SS!. ENUM!, EADDR!, EFILE! 

DEFERR% - 114 
DIM HpibLib%a TO 10000) 
DEF SEG = VARSEG(HpibLib%(D) 
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' PCB.DIRS repiesents the directory where the library files 

are located 
' QHPIB is an environment vanable which should be set from MS-DOS 

i.e. A:> SET QHPB=A:\LIB 

' If there is insufficient environment space a direct assignment 
' can be made here, i.e 

PCIB.DIRS = "A:\LIB" 
' Using the environment variable is the preferred method 

PCIB.DIRS = ENVrRONSC'QHPrB") 
i$ = PCIB.DIRS + "\QHPIB.LIB" 
BLOAD i$, VARPTR(HpibLib%(D) 

' Establish error variables and ON ERROR branching 

pcib.en-$ = STRING$(64, 32): pCib err! = 0 
PCIB.NAMES = STRING$(16, 32): PCIB.GLBERR! = 0 

CALL ABSOLUTE(pcib.err', pcib.err$. PCIB.NAMES, PCIB.GLBERR', DEF.ERR%) 
pcib.baseir' = 255 

ON ERROR GOTO HPIB.ERROR.HANDLE 

GOTO HPIB.CONTfNUEJ.OAD 

' Error handling routine 

HPIB.ERROR.HANDLE: 
IF ERR = pcib.baserr! THEN GOTO HPIB.ERROR.HERE 
PRINT "BASIC ei-ror #"; ERR; " occurred in line "; ERL 
STOP 

HPIB.ERROR.HERE: 
TMPERR = pcib.erri 
IF TMPERR = 0 THEN TMPERR = PCIB.GLBERR! 
PRINT "HPIB enor #"; TMPERR; " detected at line "; ERL 
PRINT "En oi "; pciberrS 
STOP 

HPIB.CONTINUE.LOAD: 
FALSE?6 = 0 
TRUE% = NOT FALSE% 
noen' = 0 

EUNKNOWN! = 100001! 
ESEL! = 100002' 
ERANGE' = 100003' 
ETIME' = 100004! 
ECTRL' = 100005! 
EPASS! = 100006! 
ENUM! = 100007! 
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EADDR! = 100008' 
EFILE! = 100009! 

' End Program Set-up 
' User program can begin anywhere past this point 
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'*********** MAIN PROGRAM *#»*»«***»**»»»»*by Y. L KIM, Nov, 1994*** 

'This is the program for the CANDU spent fuel mockup test data reduction 
'MlllltlllllWlllllllllltllllllltillllUtlllllim modified by LC.Chu and H.Y.Choi, Nov. 1995 W I M 

CLS 

INPUT "OUTPUT FILE NAME (example) www***.dat ? ", FILES 

CLS 

OPEN FILES FOR OUTPUT AS #1 

isc& = 7 
hp3a52a& = isc& * 100 + 9 

CALL ioreset(isc&) 'reset the HPIB interface 
IF pcib err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

time! = 3 'set up a timeout of 3 seconds 
CALL iotimeout(isc&, time!) 
IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

CALL ioclear(hp3852a&) 'clear the HP3852A 
IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

CALL ioremote(isc&) 
IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

'the Fl key will quit the program 
ON KEY(l) GOSUB QUIT 
KEYU) ON 

cmd$ = ":-;t" 'reset the HP3852A 
length% = LEN(cmd$) 

CALL iooutputs(hp3852a&, cmd$, length^) 
IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

' cmd$ = "use 600" 'use the 51/2 digit voltmeter 
' length% = LEN(cmdS) 

' CALL iooutputs(hp3852a&, cmd$, length%) 
' IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

' cmd$ = "scanmode on" 'use the 51/2 digit voltmeter 
' length% = LEN(cmdS) 
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' CALL iooutputs(hp3852a&, cmd$, length%) 
' IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

cmdl$ = "confmeas, tempe 300,306,308-315,319" 'measure the voltage 
lengthl% = LEN(cmdlS) '300=1*9 T/C,306=#1307=#2,..313=#8,314=#10.... 
cmd2$ = "confmeas, tempk 316-317" 
length2% = LEN(cmd2$) 

DIM voltageKll) 

DIM voltage2!(2) 
max.e]em% = 11: actelem% = 0 
max2.elem% = 2: act2.elem% = 0 

checkTime = l1 

ti! = TIMER 
10 tf1 = TIMER 'Read the data 

elapsedTime = (tf! - ti!) 
IF (elapsedTime < .01) OR ((elapsedTime / (checkTime * 1800 < 1.12) AND (elapsedTime / (c 

heckTime * 1800 > 10) THEN 

CALL iooutputs(hp3852a&, cmdl$, lengthl%) 
IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

CALL ioentera(hp3852a&, VARSEG(voltageKO)), VARPTR(voltage!(0)), max.elem%, act.ele 
m%) 

IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

CALL iooutputs(hp3852a&, cmd2$, length2%) 
IF pcib.eix <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

CALL ioentera(hp3852a&, VARSEG(voltage2!(0)), VARPTR(voltage2!(0)), max2.elem%, act 
2.elem%) 

IF pcib.err <> noerr THEN ERROR pcib.baserr 

PRINT USING "######.# "; elapsedTime; 
PRINT #1, USING "######.# "; elapsedTime; 
FOR I = 0 TO 10 

PRINT USING "###.## ", voltaged), 
- PRINT SI, USING "#*#.## "; voltaged); 

NEXT l 
PRINT USING "###.## "; voltage2!(0); voltage2!(l) 
PRINT #1, USING "###.## "; voltage2!(0); voltage2!(l) 

checkTime = checkTime + 1! 
END IF 
GOTO 10 

QUIT: 
PRINT 
PRINT "Program Ended!" 
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END 

SUB IOABORT (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 3) 

END SUB 

SUB ioclear (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 6) 

END SUB 

SUB IOCONTROL (isc&, COND%, STAT%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, COND%, STAT%( 9) 

END SUB 

SUB IODMA (isc&, COUNT%, CHANNELS) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, COUNT%, CHANNEL%, 12) 

END SUB 

SUB loenter (isc&, NUMBER') 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, NUMBER', 15) 

END SUB 

SUB inentera (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNT%, COUNT2%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSET%, COUNT%, COUNT2%, 18) 

END SUB 

SUB lOENTERAB (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSET%, COUNT%, COUNT2%, SWP%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENT%, OFFSET%, COUNT%, COUNT2%, SWP%, 21) 

END SUB 

SUB IOENTERB <isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNT%, COUNT2%, SWP%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENT%, OFFSET%, COUNT%, C0UNT2%, SWP%, 24) 

END SUB 

SUB IOENTERF Gsc&, FELE.NAMES, COUNT&, FLAG%) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, FILE.NAME$, COUNT&, FLAG%, 27) 

END SUB 

SUB IOENTERS (isc&, STRN$, COUNT%, COUNT2%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STRNS, COUNT%, COUNT2%, 30) 

END SUB 

SUB IOEOI (isc&, FLAG%) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, FLAG%, 33) 
END SUB 

SUB IOEOL (isc&, STRNS, FLAG%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STRNS, FLAG%, 36) 
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END SUB 

SUB IOFASTOUT (isc&, FLAG%) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, FLAG%, 39) 
END SUB 

SUB IOGETTERM (isc&, REASONS) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, REASON%, 42) 
END SUB 

SUB IOLLOCKOUT (isc&) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 45) 
END SUB 

SUB IOLOCAL (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 48) 

END SUB 

SUB lOMATCH (isc&, STRN$, FLAG%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STRNS, FLAG%, 51) 

END SUB 

SUB IOOUTPUT (ssc&, NUMBER!) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, NUMBER!, 54) 
END SUB 

SUB IOOUTPUTA <isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNTS) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSET%, COUNT%, 57) 

END SUB 

SUB lOOUTPUTAB (isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNT%, SWP%) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENT%, OFFSET%, COUNT%, SWP%, 60) 
END SUB 

SUB IOOUTPUTB (isc&, SEGMENT^, OFFSETS, COUNT%, SWP%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, SEGMENTS, OFFSETS, COUNTS, SWP%, 63) 

END SUB 

SUB IOOUTPUTF (isc&, FILENAMES, COUNT&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, FILENAMES, COUNT&, 66) 

END SUB 

SUB iooutputs <isc&, STRNS, COUNTS) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STRN$, COUNT%, 69) 

END SUB 

SUB IOPPOLL (isc&, RESPONSES) 

CALL ABSOLUTEGscfc, RESPONSES, 78) 
END SUB 
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SUB [OPPOLLC (isc&, STAT%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STAT%, 81) 

END SUB 

SUB IOPPOLLU (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 84) 

END SUB 

SUB ioremote (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 87) 

END SUB 

SUB icreset (isc&) 

CALL ABSOLUTEGsc&, 93) 
END SUB 

SUB IOSEND dsc&, STRNS, COUNT%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, STRNS, COUNT%, 96) 

END SUB 

SUB IOSPOLL (isc&, RESPONSES) 

CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, RESPONSE%, 99) 
END SUB 

SUB IOSTATUS (isc&, COND%, STAT%) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, COND%, STAT%, 102) 

END SUB 

SUB intimeout (isc&, NUMBER!) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, NUMBER", 108) 

END SUB 

SUB IOTRIGGER (isc&) 
CALL ABSOLUTE(isc&, 111) 

END SUB 
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C'This is the program for the CANDU Spent Fuel T-H Analysis 
C' ************************************************************ 

C'Data reducton process by using measured temperature from DAS 
Q'^%^*^*^******)) :*************************:^*********:*********** 

C *** PROGRAMMMED BY H.Y.CHOI (NOV. 1995) ******************** 
PROGRAM CANDUT61 
CHARACTER*12 AAA3BB.CASE 
CHARACTER*8 DATE 
CHARACTER*5 RUNTIME 

DATA IR.IWA4/ 
DIMENSION TEMP(13),T(13)500) 

C OPEN(3,FILE='IN000') 
C OPEN(4,FILE='OUT000') 

WRITE(*,20) 
20 FORMATC**** KEY-IN INPUT-FILE NAMES (Max. 12 digits) : ') 

READ(*,100)AAA 
WRITE(*,21) 

21 FORMATC**** KEY-IN OUTPUT-FILE NAMESCMax. 12 digits) : ') 
READ(*,100)BBB 

100 F0RMAT(A12) 
OPEN(3,FILE=AAA) 
OPEN(4,FILE=BBB) 

C INITIAL GIVEN DATA 
NN=0 
K=0 
K=0 
LINE-0 
WRITE(*,22) 

22 FORMATC**** KEY-IN RECORDING-INTERVAL : 
READ(*,2)NN 

2 FORMATCI5) 
C READ(IR,3) PROD,PBAND,DATE,RUNTIME,CASE 
C3 hUKMA i Ui- lU.U,Aa,2X,A5,5X,Al2) 

WRITE(*,31) 
31 FORMATC** Input Heater Rod Power (Watts) : ') 

READ(*,32) PROD 
32 FORMAT(FIO.O) 

WRITE(*,33) 
33 FORMATC** Input Band-heater Power (Watts) : ') 

READ(*,32) PBAND 
WRITE(*,34) 

34 FORMATC** Input Run-date (mm/dd/yy) : ') 
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READ(*,35) DATE 
35 F0RMATCA8) 

WRITE(*,36) 
36 FORMATC** Input Run-time (hh:mm) : ') 

read(*,37) RUNTIME 
37 FORMAT(A5) 

WRITE(*,38) 
38 FORMATC** Input Run-case (12-digits) : ') 

READ(* 39) CASE 
39 FORMAT(A12) 
1 N=0 
10 READ(IR,99,END=300) TME,(TEMP(I),I=1,13) 
99 FORMAT(F9.0,13F7.0) 

N=N+1 
rx=ix+i 

C Bypass printing 
IF(DCEQ.l) go to 101 
IF(N.LT.NN) go to 10 
N=0 

101 IF(LHNE.NE.0) GO TO 110 
WRITE(IW)105)CASE,PROD,PBAND,DATE,RUNTIME 
WRITE(*,105)CASE,PROD,PBANDIDATE3UNTIME 

105 FORMATCData Reduction for measured temperatures of the', 
+ ' CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test'/ '(Test Case : ',A12,' ) ' / 
+ ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' 

V.'Power =', F10.2,' Watts',5X,'Band Heater Power = ', 
+F10.2,' Watts'/ 'Run Date : '^S^X, 'time : ',A5, 
+' Measuring unit : degree C , 
+ / ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « - * » • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' 

t 

+//)'Run-time')12X,'Tlj',4X>'T24'14X1'T34',4X,'TB41',3X,'TB42', 
+4X,'TCin',3X)'Tco,u',4X)'Tco,l'//) 

110 JLUNJi=LlNE+l 
K=K+1 

C COMPENSATE THE TEMPERATURE DEVIATION @295 DEGREE C 
C per TEMPERATURE DEVIATION DETECTOR TEST REPORT 
C BY YOUNG DONG INSTRUMENT ELECTRIC. (11/13/95) 

T14=TEMP(1) + 0.2 
T24=TEMP(2) + 0.0 
T34=TEMP(3) + 02 
T34C=TEMP(4) + 0.1 
TB41=TEMP(5) + 0.4 
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TB42=TEMP(6) + 0.1 
TB41C=TEMP(7) + 0.2 
TB42C=TEMP(8) + 0.3 
T17=TEMP(9) + 0.6 
T15=TEMP(10) - 0.1 
TCOUTU=TEMP(ll) 
TCOUTL=TEMPQ2) 
TCIN=TEMP(13) 

C CALCULATE AVG & STD DEVIATION OF MEASURED TEMPERATURES 
T(1,K)=T14 
T(2,K)=T24 
T(3,K)=T34 
T(4,K)=T34C 
T(5,K)=TB41 
T(6,K)=TB42 
T(7,K)=TB41C 
T(8,K)=TB42C 
T(9,K)=T17 
TU0,K)=T15 
T(11,K)=TEMP(11) 
T(12,K)=TEMP(12) 
T(13,K)=TEMP(13) 

C SUMMATION OF EACH TEMPERATURE 
T1=T1+TQ,K) 
T2=T2+T(2,K) 
T3=T3+T(3,K) 
T4=T4+T(4,K) 
T5=T5+T(5,K) 
T6=T6+T(6,K) 
T7=T7+T(7,K) 
T8=T8+T(8,K) 
T9=T9+T(9,K) 
T10=T10+TQ0,K) 
Tll=Til+Tui,Kj 
T12=T12+T(12,K) 
T13=T13+T(13,K) 

C234567890123456789A1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345677778 
IF(L1NE.EQ.6) LINE-0 
T1MAX=AMAX1 (T14.T15.T17) 
T4MIN=AMIN1(TB42,TB41C>TB42C) 
DTMAX=T1MAX-T4MIN 
WRITE(IW,200) TME,T17,TCIN,TCOUTU,TCOUTL 

200 FORMAT(I8,3X/T17',2X,F8.2>33X,2F8.2J3X,F8.2) 
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WRITE(IW,201) T15 
201 FORMAT(llX/T15\2X,F8.2) 

WRITE(IW,202) T14,T24,T34,TB41,TB42 
202 FORMAT(llX,'Tl4'f2X3F8.2flX,2F8.2) 

WRITE(IW^03)T34C,TB41C,TB42CX)TMAX 
203 F0RMAT(11X/TI4C\16X,F8.2,1X,2F8.2, 

+ ' (del Tmax = '.F8.2,' )'//) 
IF(T14*T24*TCOUTL*TCIN.EQ.0)GO TO 300 
GO TO 10 

300 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 

T1AVG=T1/K 
T2AVG=T2/K 
T3AVG=T3/K 
T4AVG=T4/K 
T5AVG=T5/K 
T6AVG=T6/K 
T7AVG=T7/K 
T8AVG=T8/K 
T9AVG=T9/K 
T10AVG=T10/K 
T11AVG=T11/K 
T12AVOT12/K 
T13AVG=T13/K 

C CALCULATE the Sample STANDARD DEVIATION 
DO 400 KK=1,K 
T1DEV=T1DEV+(T(1,KK)-T1AVG)**2 
T2DEV=T2DEV+(T(2,KK)-T2AVG)**2 
T3DEV=T3DEV+(T(3,KK)-T3AVG)**2 
T4DEV=T4DEV+(T(4,KK)-T4AVG)**2 
T5DEV=T5DEV+(T(5,KK)-T5AVG)**2 
T6DEV=T6DEV+(T(6,KK)-T6AVG)**2 
T7DEV=T7DEV+(T(7,KK)-T7AVG)**2 
T8DEV=1,8DEV+(T(8,KK)-T8AVG)**2 
T9DEV=T9DEV+(T(9,KK)-T9AVG)**2 
T10DEV=T10DEV+(T(10,KK)-T10AVG)**2 
TllDEV=TllDEV+(T(lljaC)-TllAVG)**2 
T12DEV=T12DEV+(T(12,KK)-T12AVG)**2 
T13DEV=T13DEV+(T(13,KK)-T13AVG)**2 

400 CONTINUE 
T1S=(T1DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T2S=(T2DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T3S=(T3DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
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T4S=(T4DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T5S=(T5DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T6S=(T6DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T7S=(T7DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T8S=(T8DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T9S=(T9DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T10S=(T10DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T11S=(T11DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T12S=(T12DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
T13S=(T13DEV/(K-1))**0.5 
Tl 1MAX=AMAX1 (Tl AVG,T10AVG,T9AVG) 
T44MIN=AMIN1 (T6AVG,T7AVG,T8AVG) 
DTTMAX=T11MAX-T44MIN 
WRITE(RV,499) K 

499 FORMATC//'******* THE AVG TEMPERATURE FOR EACH H/R ****'/, 
+'NUMBER OF SAMPLE DATA, N - ', 15/,) 
WRITE(IW,500) T9AVG,T13AVG,T11AVG,T12AVG 

500 FORMAT(llX,'T17',2X,F8.2,33X,2F8.2,3X,F8.2) 
WRITE(IW,501) T10AVG 

501 F0RMATU1X,'T15\2X,F8.2) 
WRITE(IW,502) TIAVG,T2AVG,T3AVG,T5AVG,T6AVG 

502 FORMATU1X/TI4' ,2X,3F8.2,1X,2F8.2) 
WRITE(rW,503)T4AVG,T7AVG,T8AVG,DTTMAX 

503 F0RMAT(11X,'TI4CM6X,F8.2,1X,2F8.2, 
(del Tmax - ',F8.2,' )'//) 

WRITECIW.599) 
599 FORMATC//'*** THE SAMPLE STD DEVIATION OF EACH AVERAGE', 

+' TEMPERATURE ***') 
WRITE(nV,600)T9S,T13S,TllS,T12S 

600 FORMAT(llX,'T17',2X,F8.2,33X,2F8.2,3XTF8.2) 
WRITE(IW,601) T10S 

601 F0RMATU1X,'T15',2X,F8.2) 
WRITECIW.602) T1S,T2S,T3S,T5S,T6S 

602 FORMATuiX,Tk ^A,3F8.2,iA,2F8.2) 
WRITE(IW,603)T4S,T7S,T8S 

603 F0RMAT(11X,'TI4CM6X,F8.2,1X,2F8.2) 
C UNCERTAINTY IN DIFFERENTIAL TEMPER. OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

DU1 = AMAX1 CT1S,T9S,T10S) 
DU4=AMAX1 CT6S,T7S,T8S) 
DTUNC=(DU1**2 + DU4**2) **0.5 
WRITECIW.605) DU1.DU4.DTUNC 

605 FORMATC///*** UNCERTAINTY IN DIFFERENTIAL TEMPER OF THE', 
+' EXPERIMENTAL DATA ***'/ 
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+' DUl = '.F8.2.5X,' DU4 = ',F8.2/,' DT.unc = ',F&2 
+' degree C ) 
STOP 
END 
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Sample Output of an Experimental Data Reduction 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 

Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13:42 Measuring unit : degree C 
to******************************************************************************* 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u Tco,l 

4200 T17 176.75 169.39 159.38 163.11 
T15 176.78 
TI4 177.39 177.18 176.85 176.84 176.53 
TI4C 177.15 176.56 176.69 ( del Tmax = 0.86 ) 

4500 TJ7 176.70 166.25 160.33 16314 
T15 177.18 
T14 177.39 177.06 177.06 176.56 176.56 
TI4C 177.56 176.66 176.59 ( del Tmax = 0.83 ) 

4800 T17 176.67 166.47 160.99 163.16 
T15 177.19 
TI4 177.39 177.18 176.96 176.60 176.62 
T14C 177.14 176.79 176.77 ( del Tmax = 0.77 ) 

5100 T17 176.78 168.07 159.59 163.19 
T15 176.91 
T14 177.38 177.07 177.06 176.40 176.26 
TI4C 177.73 176.51 176.62 ( del Tmax = 1.12 ) 

5400 T17 176.52 169.22 159.90 163.14 

T15 176.99 
TI4 177.37 177.16 176.95 176.59 176.62 

TI1C 177.15 176.71 176.60 ( del Tmax = 0.77 ) 

5700 T17 176.79 167.53 159.70 163.24 
T15 176.89 
TI4 177.35 177.06 176.99 176.32 176.29 
TMC 177.80 176.49 176.62 ( del Tmax = 1.06 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 

(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 

Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13:42 Measuring unit : degree C 
******************************************************************************** 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u Tco.l 

6000 T17 
T15 
TI4 
TI4C 

176.68 
177.05 
177.38 177.25 176.82 

177.73 
17655 176.45 
176.65 176.63 

166.81 160.59 

( del Tmax = 

163.21 

0.93 ) 

6300 T17 176.53 
T15 176.84 
TI4 177.36 177.24 176.83 176.54 176.30 
TI4C 177.73 176.59 176.74 

169.66 159 91 163.22 

( del Tmax 1.06 ) 

6600 T17 176.63 167.67 160.77 

T15 177.11 
TI4 177.35 177.20 176.86 176.54 176.32 
TI4C 177.94 176.72 176.80 ( del Tmax = 

S900 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.72 

176.92 
177.36 177.05 177.04 176.51 176.36 

177.76 176.52 176.60 

167.41 159.82 

( del Tmax = 

163.22 

1.03 ) 

163.30 

1.00 ) 

7200 T17 
T15 
TI4 
Tf4C 

176.62 
177.15 
177.35 177.22 176.85 176.44 176.30 

166.29 161.00 163.31 

.*.;«-» x t u . t *j JL I ( del Tmax 1.05 ) 

7500 T17 176.55 

T15 177.10 
TI4 177.38 177.05 177.06 176.51 176.47 
TI4C 177.68 176.63 176.60 

166.86 160.19 163.30 

( del Tmax = 0.91 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : C0G186-3 ) 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 

Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13:42 Measuring unit : degree C 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u Tco,l 

7800 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.53 
176.80 
177.35 177,04 177.04 

177.41 
176.58 176.58 
176.65 176.77 

168.17 160.07 

( del Tmax = 

163.30 

0.77 ) 

8100 T17 176.43 169.34 160.11 163.25 
T15 176.88 
TI4 177.34 177.23 176.80 176.53 176.43 
TI4C 177.42 176.65 176.80 ( del Tmax = 0.91 ) 

8400 

8700 

T17 176.75 
T15 176.93 
T14 177.33 177.02 176.98 176.54 176.24 
TI4C 177.80 176.54 17659 

169.13 159.93 

T17 

T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.71 
176.77 
177.32 177.03 176.97 

177.78 
176.31 176.26 
176.51 176.64 

16852 159.76 

( del Tmax = 

16323 

( del Tmax = 109 ) 

163.32 

1.06 ) 

9000 T17 176.63 
T15 177.13 
T14 177.34 177.21 176.86 176.42 176.31 
TMC 177.80 176.76 176.80 

166.89 161.18 163.31 

( del Tmax = 1.03 ) 

9300 T17 176.73 
T15 177.14 
TI4 177.37 177.02 177.08 176.65 176.65 
TMC 177.78 176.78 176.72 

166.75 160.97 163.38 

( del Tmax = 0.72 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 
* * * U ; * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « * » » » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Power ~ 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 

Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13:42 Measuring unit : degree C 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco,u Tco.l 

9600 T17 176.68 
T15 177.01 
TI4 177.37 177.16 176.93 17658 176.61 
TI4C 177.27 176.64 176.82 

166.54 160.54 16337 

( del Tmax = 0.76 ) 

9900 T17 176.52 
T15 176.98 
TI4 177.36 177.21 176.95 176.70 176.46 
T14C 177.10 176.70 176.80 

169.04 160.36 163.31 

( del Tmax = 0.90 ) 

10200 T17 176.73 16668 160.71 
T15 177.02 
TI4 177.35 177.02 177.06 176.86 176.66 
TI4C 177.05 176.76 176.68 ( del Tmax = 

600 T17 
T15 
TI4 
TI4C 

176.41 

176.98 
177.36 177.04 177.03 176.60 176.51 

177.66 176.66 176.67 

167.14 160.04 

( del Tmax = 

16335 

0.69 ) 

163.37 

0.85 ) 

10800 T17 
T15 
TI4 
TI4C 

176.74 
176.87 
177.36 177.06 177.05 176.38 176.31 

167.93 159.78 163.38 

1T7C7 i w c / i T f t f i i ( J " ' T m a x = 1.05 ) 

11100 T17 176.65 
T15 177.12 
TI4 177.37 177.24 176.84 176.62 176.58 
TI4C 177.76 176.75 176.88 

166.58 160.29 163.41 

( del Tmax = 0.79 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 
» » • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 
Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13142 Measuring unit : degree C 
• • A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u Tco.l 

11400 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.68 
176.88 

177.36 177.26 176.87 
177.21 

176.63 176.58 
176.67 176.84 

169.72 160.00 

( del Tmax = 

163.40 

0.78 ) 

11700 T17 176.69 
T15 177.10 
TI4 177.34 177.22 176.83 176.79 176.64 
TI4C 177.16 176.82 176.84 

168.45 160.71 163.39 

( del Tmax = 0.70 ) 

12000 T17 176.68 
T15 176.81 
TI4 177.35 177.07 177.00 176.69 176.61 
TI4C 177.23 176.66 176 80 

169.92 159.84 163.40 

( del Tmax = 

12300 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

17655 
176.97 

177.33 177.23 176.83 
177.45 

176.57 176.48 
176.69 176.85 

169.49 160.36 

( del Tmax = 

0.74 ) 

163.41 

0.85 ) 

12600 T17 176.74 
T15 176.83 
TI4 177.35 177.03 177.10 176.45 176.30 

168.81 160.16 163.49 

TI4C 177.S2 176.C1 176.84 ( del Tmax = 1.05 ) 

12900 T17 176.66 
T15 177.06 
TI4 177.36 177.21 177.02 176.73 176.64 
TI4C 177.27 176.81 176.84 

168.89 160.54 163.45 

( del Tmax = 0.72 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 

(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 
****** ̂ -* ************************************************ ************************ 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 
Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13:42 Measuring unit : degree C 
i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco.u TcoJ 

13200 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.52 

176.91 
177.37 177.09 176.98 

177.92 
176.71 176.47 
176.76 176.72 

169.79 160.11 

( del Tmax = 

163.47 

0.90) 

13500 T17 

T15 
TI4 
TI4C 

176.76 
176.98 

177.36 177.06 177.14 
177.37 

176.68 176.61 
176.76 176.90 

169.68 160.30 

( del Tmax = 

163.47 

0.75 ) 

13800 T17 
T15 
TI4 

TI4C 

176.73 
176.79 

177.36 177.14 176.94 

177.91 

176.41 176.32 

176.61 176.78 

169.11 159.89 

( del Tmax = 

14100 T17 176.74 
T15 177.08 
TI4 177.38 177.27 176.87 176.72 176.64 
TI4C 177.69 176.81 176.78 

167.02 160.84 

( del Tmax = 

163.52 

1.04 ) 

163.51 

0.74 ) 

14400 T17 
TIC; 

176.72 
177.11 

TI4 177.41 177.26 177.09 176.77 176.71 
TI4C 177 9c; n f i 8 7 1 7 f i 9 l 

169.11 160.65 163.50 

( del Tmax = 0.70 ) 
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Data Reduction for measured temperatures of the CANDU Spent Fuel Mock-up Test 
(Test Case : C06186-3 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Power = 6.00 Watts Band Heater Power = 186.00 Watts 
Run Date : 12/12/95 time : 13^42 Measuring unit : degree C 
******************************************************************************** 

Run-time Tlj T24 T34 TB41 TB42 TCin Tco,u Tco,l 

******* THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR EACH H/R *«** 

NUMBER OF SAMPLE DATA, N - 35 

T17 176.65 168.12 160.27 163.33 
T15 176.98 
TI4 177.36 177.14 176.96 176.58 176.48 
TI4C 177.54 176.67 176.74 ( del Tmax = 088 ) 

*** THE SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH AVERAGE TEMPERATURE *** 
T17 0.10 1.23 0.45 011 

T15 0.13 
TI4 0.02 0.09 010 0.14 0.15 
TI4C 0.28 0.10 0.10 

*** UNCERTAINTY IN DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

DU1 = 0.13 DU4 = 0.15 
DT,unc = 0.19 degree C 
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싸고 있는 밴드히터 (Band Heater)로써， 설제 벨전소에서의 저장조건과 유사한 경계조건

으로 만드후 간 배드히터의 출력에 대한 각 열의 가열몽 온도를 포화온도조건하에서

측정하고 이 값틀을 또한 써\ROT 의 에측치와 벼교 컴토하였다.

본 실험에셔 사용된 실험장~J 빚 실험방법은 사용훈 핵연료의 열수력학적 평가기술 획

보에 휠용 가능힐 것으토 사효된다.
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